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Abstract 

Over the last 25 years, there has been significant progress towards making math accessible. This 

progress has come from both research projects and software development. We summarize best practices 

about what has been learned in those years. We also highlight two current accessible math development 

projects that build upon those practices about speech, braille, and overcoming limited working memory. 
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Introduction 

Work on making math accessible dates back over 25 years. For references to early work, 

see Karshmer et.al, 2007. In the last 5-10 years, much of the work has focused on reading and 

navigating math and the results of that work are embedded in several popular tools including 

JAWS, NVDA+MathPlayer (Soiffer, 2015), ChromeVox (ChromeVox, 2013), 

Safari+VoiceOver, TextHELP, and MathJax (Cervone et. al., 2016). With the exception of 

NVDA+MathPlayer, these systems are limited to working in browsers. MathPlayer+NVDA also 

works in Word documents and PowerPoint with math created by MathType. 

In the following section, we cover key topics in math accessibility. The results of 

research studies that have led to best practices are summarized for each topic. Following this 

summary, we highlight two current projects that are pushing the state of the art further along to 

establish best practices in new areas. 

Discussion 

Prior work leading to best practice 

Math accessibility encompasses input techniques, output techniques, and ways of 

interacting with the mathematical content. These techniques span different modalities such as 

keyboards, speech, and braille. Research into these techniques and modalities are discussed 

below. 

Speech output 

There are many different ways to speak an expression. Common forms of human speech 

tend to be ambiguous, relying on the listener either being familiar with the equation or being able 

to see it. Methods to resolve ambiguity typically involve bracketing words (e.g. “fraction … over 

… end fraction”), prosody (e.g., ASTOR (Raman, 1994) pauses, rate, and/or pitch changes),
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sounds/spearcons (Murphy, 2010), and/or conventions (e.g., MathPlayer’s SimpleSpeak 

convention that simple fractions such as x/y speak without bracketing words, but more complex 

ones will be bracketed). Prosody pauses are particularly important to group subexpressions and 

produce natural speech. Speed and pitch changes are less important: a ClearSpeak study (Frankel 

& Brownstein, 2016) found blind and low-vision subjects preferred spoken lexical cues over 

pitch and rate changes. 

Bracketing words help resolve ambiguity when you can’t see the expression, but are 

“verbal noise” to those who can see and may hinder understanding for people with a learning 

disability (Lewis, Noble & Soiffer, 2010). MathPlayer allows users to specify their disability and 

will avoid bracketing words for people with a learning disability. In addition to disability, other 

reasons different speech is needed include terse and verbose forms (experts and learners), subject 

specific readings (e.g., an x with a line over it would normally be read as “x bar” but if the 

subject area is known to be a statistics, it would be read as “the mean of x”), and semantic vs 

syntactic readings (e.g., “x squared” vs. “x superscript 2 baseline” in MathSpeak (Isaacson, 

Schleppenbach, & Lloyd, 2009)). No studies have been done to evaluate preferences for 

syntactic and semantic verbal renderings. 

Braille Output 

JAWS, NVDA+MathPlayer, and Safari display braille math codes on a refreshable braille 

display, although none of them indicate the current focus of navigation with the braille math 

output, as is done with dots 7 and 8 for textual content. While there is no extensive research on 

the effectiveness of braille input position indicators for math, having the braille change to reflect 

the current focus of navigation, or on the use of an outline of the math expression in braille, a 

small user study conducted by Pearson in October 2015 (Pearson, 2015) noted that participants 
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were confused when dots 7 and 8 were not used to communicate the user’s input position. The 

Pearson Accessible Equation Editor (AEE) has since been updated to indicate the current input 

position using dots 7 and 8, as well as the current editor selection with dot 8 on the braille 

display to provide tactile feedback similar to what users expect for textual content. 

Display 

The use of raster images for math in documents has decreased significantly. On the web, 

MathML and TeX (often rendered by a polyfill such as MathJax or KaTeX) and SVG is 

common. These technologies allow the math to scale with the font size so that the math can be 

enlarged without degrading the quality. Native math in a Google doc and math in Microsoft 

Word or Apple Pages also scale well. In print, larger math expressions are broken over lines. 

ASTER supported eliding subexpressions and MathJax has experimented with this technique 

also. 

For people with learning disabilities, synchronized highlighting of speech and text has 

been shown to be helpful. No studies have been done with math, but the MeTRC study (Lewis, 

Lee, Noble and Garrett, 2013) found that students with learning disabilities made twice as many 

errors reading math as they did reading text; it seems very likely that synchronized highlighting 

is important for math also. TextHELP originally used synchronized highlighting with 

MathPlayer and IE; it now makes use of MathJax to do that. 

Navigation 

Navigation of math is now supported by most accessible math software. In the 

ClearSpeak study (Frankel, Brownstein, & Soiffer 2017), it was the highest rated feature studied. 

Three forms of navigation were supported: character level, notational (2D structures such as 

division act like a character when arrowing left/right), and structural (left/right arrow keys move 
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from operand to operator to operand). For the latter two modes of navigation, up/down arrows 

are used to move into and out of 2D notational structures. Participants liked all three and found 

the different navigation modes useful in different circumstances. Most other systems only 

support notational navigation. Although not studied, the ability to navigate up and down a 

column, such as in a matrix, a system of equations, or in an elementary math problem seems very 

important. 

When moving around, it is sometimes useful to be able to remember a location. 

MathPlayer’s navigation supports user-defined placeholders. Although ClearSpeak study 

participants liked that feature, it was not widely used and was rated lower than most other 

features. 

Summaries/Outlines/Overviews of larger expression have been tried a number of times in 

software. Gillan, et. al., (Gillan, Barraza, Karshmer, & Pazuchanics 2004) did a study that 

showed providing an outline slowed solution time. Nonetheless, they added outlines to their 

MathGenie solution because they felt it would be useful. As part of a ClearSpeak navigation 

study, a summary mode was added to MathPlayer; user feedback from studies was that it was not 

that useful. The authors feel part of this is because the implementation was crude relative to other 

features. 

Input/Editors 

Entering and editing math employs all of the above techniques and raises additional 

issues. One issue is that there are many more math characters and notations than there are keys 

on a keyboard. TeX and ASCIIMath are two input notations for specifying both characters and 

layout. Because they are linear and use a standard keyboard, they are inherently accessible. 

However, they only support character-by-character navigation and speech, and typically must be 
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separately converted to MathML (which screen readers can speak) and braille to verify they were 

entered correctly. Until recently, these were the only accessible math editor options. 

Most direct edit/WYSWYG math editors are not accessible. Two exceptions to this are 

ChattyInfty (Yamaguchi & Suzuki, 2012) and AEE. Math editors typically use palettes and 

keyboard shortcuts for all the special characters and notations; for accessibility, palettes must be 

focusable/keyboard accessible. 

There are thousands of mathematical characters and many notations. Organizing this 

information to make it easy to find and access is a challenge. A study by Dave Schleppenbach 

(personal communication, 2014) revealed that just 10 operators accounted for 95% of all 

operators found in standard US algebra textbooks. It is likely that similar findings are true for 

other subject areas. Additionally, the context of what has been entered can be used to show likely 

characters and notations for further input. Making common choices easy to access is very helpful 

to those who are limited to mainly sequential access, such as screen reader users and switch 

users. 

As math is entered and edited, changes to the insertion cursor, selection, and expression 

need to be communicated to screen readers. Best practices in regard to the amount of information 

communicated when inserted, selecting, or deleting have yet to be established (e.g., “fraction 

deleted” vs. saying the contents of a deleted fraction vs. saying nothing). Even best practices for 

something as common as typing a “backspace” after a fraction has yet to be established. It differs 

between common editors: AEE, Mathematica, and Desmos’s editor move to the end of the 

denominator; MathType, WIRIS, and Word select the fraction; and ChattyInfty deletes the 

fraction. 
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Braille Input 

The most commonly used approach to braille math input is to capture braille cells one-

by-one and translate input from braille to other formats, either on user request, or on word or 

equation boundaries. This approach leads to a user experience where the math markup is not kept 

up to date with user input, which impedes communication with non-braille users. 

AEE uses a transformational approach where each braille input cell directly modifies the 

underlying content MathML markup (Dooley & Park, 2016). Since this same method is used to 

process keyboard input, the resulting input behavior remains remarkably similar for braille and 

keyboard users, and supports immediate interactive feedback between input and output formats. 

In braille, a braille character is used to indicate where a fraction starts and another is used 

for where it ends. Typing a backspace after a fraction raises the question of what should happen 

with the braille end fraction indicator. In a small Pearson user study conducted in July, 2016 

(Pearson, 2016) users preferred having backspace move inside the fraction, although some 

confusion was noted because the close fraction symbol in braille did not go away (because the 

fraction still remained). 

Speech Input 

MathTalk (McClellan, 2005) was an early attempt at speech input using Dragon Dictate 

(now using Dragon Naturally Speaking), but has had limited success, perhaps because it requires 

the use of the phonetic alphabet (‘a’ is spoken as ‘alpha’, ‘b’ as ‘bravo’, etc.) and requires slow, 

clear speech due to the quality of speech recognition when it came out in 1997. Mathifier 

(Batlouni, et. al., 2011) was another older system. The authors noted that math has a relatively 

limited lexicon and grammar. They tried to improve speed and accuracy of recognition by 

limiting recognition to that smaller language. Mathifier was based on CMU’s Sphinx 4 speech 
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recognizer (Lamere, 2001) which relies on Hidden Markov Models to recognize words. They 

achieved 80% - 85% accuracy with six testers; this is likely too low to be useful. With the advent 

of machine learning via deep neural networks, speaker-independent speech input on phones, 

home assistants, and other devices has become popular. These systems work well when given 

large amounts of data (speech) for training. However, math has not been part of the training and 

so they are less successful in interpreting math. AEE uses the latest version of Dragon Naturally 

Speaking, which is based on deep learning. It makes use of grammar rules with a limited lexicon 

to help improve accuracy with math, but still requires the use of the phonetic alphabet for letters 

and requires users to learn the grammar. EquatIO, successor to g(Math), uses Google Speech 

recognition with special filters to correct for common mistakes; it does not use the phonetic 

alphabet. No studies have been run to determine error rates on these two systems. 

Handwritten Input 

A number of applications such as Windows’ Math Input Panel, WIRIS, and MyScript 

allow handwritten math. The accessibility of such systems has not been studied. Handwriting 

poses challenges for the physically disabled as well as people who are blind, although those who 

lost their sight after learning math are often able to write math legibly. Most handwriting systems 

support conversion to MathML, so the recognized result can be spoken or brailled. This means 

the result can be checked, but correcting a mistake may be difficult for those who are blind. 

Current work -- two examples of best practices 

The Logan Project - Process Driven Math 

Process driven math (PDM) as an auditory means of interacting with complex math 

expressions began at Auburn University Montgomery (AUM) in 2015 as an instructional 

accommodation for a student with a disability profile that included being blind, lacking the 
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physical dexterity to use braille, and being able to speak in at most in a whisper. Over time 

AUM’s implementation of PDM has become a more standardized process suitable for use by 

students with a variety of print disabilities for whom inaccessibility to college algebra has 

represented a significant hurdle (Perez, et al, 2017). To date, PDM has involved human tutors. In 

2017, AUM received a grant to refine the specifications and develop software to automate the 

process. 

With PDM, students first hear an overview of the expression, such as “rational divided by 

rational.” Students then make choices on what portions or “chunks” of the expression they want 

to explore and manipulate. Meaningful words are used for each chunk and color coding of those 

words and symbols is used for those with severe dyslexia. The use of visual chunking has shown 

promise in previous studies conducted with students having learning disabilities who were 

struggling with traditional print-based instruction in mathematics classes (Zhang, Dake, et al, 

2012). Collapsing big expressions has a long history including Soiffer’s work on displaying 

equations (Soiffer, 1991) and Raman’s pioneering work on accessible math (Raman, 1994); it is 

included in MathJax as “Collapsible Math”. 

Overviews of expressions go back to the early Mathtalk project -- it attempted to use an 

“auditory glance” in which a number of recorded musical sounds (“earcons”) were associated 

with mathematical structures (Stevens and Edwards, 1994). While auditory glances have not 

been used in subsequent software, the ability to hear an overview or summary before exploring 

the expression more fully was implemented in MathGenie and in MathPlayer 4. For both 

projects, user-feedback was not enthusiastic as discussed above. For the user groups targeted by 

PDM and its interactive editing usage in PDM, it seems essential. 
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The Pearson Accessible Equation Editor (AEE) 

AEE uses Content MathML to unambiguously represent a mathematical expression. This 

notation is inherently neutral with respect to the way math is written, spoken, displayed, or 

encoded in braille (Dooley, Brown & Lozano, 2016). As a result, the AEE supports multiple 

forms of math input, including computer keyboard input, braille terminal input, and spoken math 

input, all of which are used to create the exact same content markup. Once this markup is 

created, downstream processing tools are unable to determine the input mechanism used to create 

the expression, which provides a level of confidence that one input format cannot be preferred 

over another. The AEE also supports multiple simultaneous forms of math output, including 

computer display math, braille terminal output, and spoken math output, all driven from the same 

content markup. As a result, several users can interact in real-time with the underlying markup 

using their preferred input and output formats, enabling instant communication and feedback 

between, for example, a sighted math teacher and a blind math student. 

Conclusions 

Prior research has shown that accessible digital mathematics can support increased 

learning outcomes for students who are blind or who have learning disabilities—especially in 

more complex subjects like algebra (Edwards, et al, 2006; Lewis, et al, 2010). There are now a 

number of established best practices for spoken math output, and increasingly, for braille math 

output. There are however, many, many areas where user studies and more research are needed 

to establish what works best not just for students with low or no vision, but also for students with 

learning and physical disabilities. The two projects mentioned above are a step in that direction, 

but are just two steps in a long journey. 
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